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Abstract
Atomic frequency combs memories that coherently store optical signals are a key building block for
optical quantum computers1 and quantum networks2. Current atomic frequency combs typically use bulk
materials or waveguides with large cross-sections3–5, or rely on fabrication techniques not easily
adaptable to wafer scale processing6. Integrating such memories into compact and chip-scale devices is
essential for scalable quantum technology. We demonstrate a compact chip-integrated atomic frequency
comb in rare earth doped thin-�lm lithium niobate. Our optical memory exhibits a broad storage
bandwidth exceeding 100 MHz, and optical storage time of over 250 ns. The enhanced optical
con�nement in this device leads to three orders of magnitude reduction in optical power required for
coherent control as compared to ion-diffused waveguides 7. These compact atomic frequency comb
memories pave the way towards scalable, highly e�cient, electro-optically tunable quantum photonic
systems that can store and manipulate light on a compact chip3.

Full Text
Lithium niobate is an ideal photonic platform for developing integrated optical memories based on rare
earth ions8. It exhibits a wide transparency window, ranging from the ultraviolet to the
telecommunications band, and can be integrated with a broad range of rare-earth ion species (e.g.,
praseodymium, thulium, erbium, etc.) that are optically active over this entire wavelength range8–11. Rare-
earth-doped ion diffused waveguides patterned in bulk lithium niobate have been previously used to
demonstrate optical quantum memory3,7,12. However, these devices have a large mode cross section
resulting in low optical intensities, necessitating high optical powers for coherent control. Thin-�lm
lithium niobate provides a more compact device structure that is compatible with wafer scale
fabrication13. Progress in the processing and fabrication of this material achieved extremely low
waveguide loss14 and high-speed electro-optic modulation15. Recent efforts to incorporate thulium into
thin �lm lithium niobate have shown bulk-like optical properties which are promising for engineering a
photonic memory8,11,16. But atomic frequency comb memories based on these materials have yet to be
realized.

In this letter we report an atomic frequency comb memory in thin-�lm lithium niobate. We utilize a thin-
�lm lithium niobate waveguide doped with thulium rare-earth ions. We pattern an atomic frequency
comb1,3 on the absorption spectrum of the thulium ion ensemble by spectral hole-burning and achieve
optical storage times exceeding 250 ns1,3. Through a photon echo measurement, we attain a coherence
time of 700 ± 96 ns, matching values of the bulk materials. Due to tight con�nement of the waveguide,
the ions in the thin �lm exhibit a three orders of magnitude enhancement in Rabi frequency as compared
to ion-diffused waveguides7. Such integrated optical memories could serve as fundamental components
for high bandwidth quantum information processors on-a-chip17,18.
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Fig. 1a shows a schematic of the device structure, which consists of a ridge waveguide patterned in thin-
�lm lithium niobate that is doped with thulium ions at a density of 0.1%. Fig. 1b shows a scanning
electron microscope image of a fabricated waveguide with grating coupler to couple light in and out of
the chip. The fabrication details were reported in earlier work7 and are also provided in methods section.
The fabricated waveguide is 0.8 mm long, corresponding to an optical depth of 1 for the thulium ion
absorption. Fig. 1c shows the calculated cross-sectional mode pro�le of the simulated TE mode in the
thin �lm waveguide. The �eld is aligned along the x axis of the crystal which achieves maximal rare-earth
ion absorption. The optical mode has a transverse area of (176 nm X 400 nm) 0.07 µm2, (measured as
the full width at half maxima.) which is three orders of magnitude smaller than ion-diffused waveguides7.
This leads to strong light con�nement and high �eld intensities within the waveguide.  

We �rst characterize the coherence time of the atomic ensemble, which puts a fundamental limit on the
storage time of the medium. We perform this measurement using a photon echo pulse sequence, shown
in Fig. 2a. The pulse sequence uses two laser pulses to coherently rotate the atomic population. The �rst
laser pulse has a pulse area corresponding to a   pulse, which coherently rotates the population to a
superposition of the ground and excited state. The second pulse, delayed by time  , has twice the pulse
duration resulting in a  -pulse that rephases the atomic population.   This rephasing results in a photon
echo delayed by a time   relative to the rephasing pulse. By measuring the strength of the photon echo as
a function of   we can determine the coherence time of the rare-earth ensemble. 

We generate the rotation pulses by modulating the intensity of a resonant continuous wave laser (see
methods section for additional details). To determine the pulse intensities that achieve
the   and   condition, we plot the power of the output photon echo as a function of rephasing pulse
duration, keeping the �rst pulse duration �xed. Fig. 2b shows the measured results which exhibit Rabi
oscillation with an optimal   pulse duration of 70 ns.  From the pulse width of the   pulse, we determine
the Rabi frequency of the dipole transition to be 44.9 MHz (π/t2) for a driving power of 1 μW in the
waveguide (see supplementary section S1 for additional details). This power is three orders of magnitude
smaller than the power require in to achieve the same Rabi frequency in ion diffused waveguides7. 

Fig. 2c shows the photon echo amplitude as a function of the delay  . The echo decays with an
exponential time constant of 350 ± 48 ns.  From this measurement we determine the coherence time   to
be 700 ± 96 ns, which corresponds to a homogeneous linewidth of 450 kHz.  This linewidth is
comparable to previous measurements for thulium ions in bulk lithium niobate at 4 K19, indicating that
thin-�lm processing does not signi�cantly degrade the coherence properties of the rare-earth ions.

To realize an atomic frequency comb memory, we implement the pulse sequence illustrated in Fig. 3a
composed of a periodic pulse train. The pulse train burns a series of spectral holes at �xed frequency
intervals, thereby creating an atomic frequency comb1,3. When a pulse enters the prepared atomic
ensemble, it excites the individual comb teeth which rapidly dephase, and then rephase at a time   and re-
emit the photon.  We burn the comb using a pulse train of 150 pulses with 10 ns pulse duration and
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variable period   that sets the storage time.  We set the peak power of the comb sequence at 0.5 µW in the
waveguide (see supplementary section S1 for a detailed discussion).

Fig. 3b shows the absorption spectrum of the atomic ensemble after the comb burning pulse sequence
using a burn period of   ns. We determine this absorption spectrum by measuring the transmission of a
weak probe pulse, attenuated by three orders of magnitude relative to the burn pulse. We sweep the
frequency of the probe and measure the light at the output grating.  The absorption spectrum features a
series of absorption lines corresponding to the different comb teeth. The combs spacing is 6.3 MHz, as
expected for the selected pulse periodicity (see supplementary section S2 for a detailed discussion).  The
measured atomic frequency comb has an optical depth contrast of 0.23. For line 1 indicated in the �gure,
the full-width half-maximum linewidth is 3.7 MHz, corresponding to a comb �nesse of 1.7. The full-width
half-maximum linewidth and the corresponding �nesse of line 2 labeled in the �gure is 3.6 MHz and 1.75
respectively. The rise in the intensity over the different comb teeth is due to the spectrum of the input
pulse, which is induced by the acousto-optic modulator bandwidth of 50 MHz.  

To store light in the atomic frequency comb memory, we inject a 10 ns optical pulse at 794.2 nm, the
center frequency of the atomic frequency comb. Fig. 3c shows that waveguide output for several different
frequency combs corresponding to storage times ranging from 90 ns to 250 ns.  Each comb results in an
output pulse that is delayed by the correct time programmed into the frequency comb memory. We
calculate the storage e�ciency of the comb, de�ned as the ratio of the input and output pulse energies
(integrated counts), to be 0.14% for a 90 ns storage time. This storage is primarily limited by the small
optical depth contrast that we can achieve. The storage e�ciency decreases as we increase the storage
time of the system.   For a storage time of 130 ns the e�ciency decreases to 0.09%, while at 250 ns it
further reduces to 0.03%. We note that the storage e�ciency does not exhibit a single exponential decay,
as would be expected if pure dephasing process of the thulium transition was dominating the
dependence on storage time. We attribute this non-exponential decay to the fact that the �nesse of the
comb teeth varies signi�cantly with increasing storage time due to the reduced free spectral range
bringing the comb teeth closer.  

In conclusion, we demonstrated an atomic frequency comb memory in thulium-doped thin �lm lithium
niobate. The tight con�nement of the thin-�lm lithium niobate waveguide led to a three orders of
magnitude improvement in the Rabi frequency and we observed no degradation of the coherence
properties of the thulium dopants compared to bulk materials. We can further improve the storage
e�ciency by burning the frequency comb in the presence of a magnetic �eld and using the Zeeman split
levels to pattern the absorption spectrum, thereby increasing the optical depth20 or by using a longer
waveguide. As a further extension, we can take advantage of the thin �lm platform and design
impedance matched cavities14,21,22 as a pathway to achieving a unit e�ciency optical memory on chip23.
The ability to integrate active modulation on chip could further enable electro-optically tunable24,25

integrated photonic memory. Such a versatile platform is therefore a critical step towards scalable, highly
e�cient, electro-optically tunable quantum photonic systems where one can store and manipulate light
on chip with high bandwidth and low powers.
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Fabrication 
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We begin with a bulk X-cut lithium niobate substrate doped with 0.1% Tm3+. Using a commercial smart-
cut process (NANOLN), we fabricate a 300 nm layer of doped single crystal lithium niobate wafer bonded
to a 2 µm thick layer of silicon dioxide grown on undoped bulk lithium niobate as the substrate material.
We etch waveguides into the doped thin �lm using a home developed two-layer electron beam
lithography and dry etching process.

Experimental Setup

To perform the measurements, we use two �ber coupled acousto-optic modulators (Brimrose Corp.) to
carve out pulses at two independent frequencies, f0 and f1, from the single frequency input laser (M2
Solstis). We can switch the modulators by means of an RF switch (Mini circuits) and control pulses
generated by an arbitrary waveform generator. We drive the AOMs using a pair of Voltage Controlled
Oscillators which can be tuned to independently control the output frequencies f0 and f1. 

Figures

Figure 1

(A) Schematic of the device structure, composed of a thin-�lm lithium niobate waveguide doped with
thulium rare-earth ions. (B) Scanning electron microscopy image of the waveguide with grating couplers.
(C) Finite difference time domain simulation showing the x component of the electric �eld of the
waveguide mode, which is maximally aligned with the rare-earth ion absorption.
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Figure 2

See image above for �gure legend.
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Figure 3

(A) Pulse sequence used to generate an atomic frequency comb. Each pulse is 10 ns in duration. (B)
Transmission intensity of a tunable probe pulse through the atomic frequency comb as a function of
probe frequency. The oscillations in the transmission correspond to the comb teeth burned by the pulse
sequence illustrated in panel A. (C) Demonstration of photon storage for various periodicities of the burn
pulse sequence. In each case, the comb releases the probe pulse at a time delay given by the periodicity
of the frequency comb.
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